Cyber adAPT Announces ELITE Channel Partner Program
Unique Distribution Model, Premier Commercial Rewards and Product Co-creation Headline the 2016
Cyber adAPT Partner Program
Aug 16, 2016 – Half Moon Bay, Calif. Cyber adAPT® announced today the launch of its ‘ELITE’ channel
program offering benefits to strategic consultants, system integrators and value added resellers.
Cyber adAPT is reimagining the approach to securing mobile-enabled enterprises. A single platform with
secure mobile communications and attack detection at its core allows for partners to augment their
existing security practices with a unique and proven capability.
Analysts are actively educating the market and are insistent about the need for solutions beyond MDM
and EMM to equip organizations with secure mobility. Gartner’s own research and advisory on MTD
(Mobile Threat Defense) supports the emergence of a new category of solution with which Cyber adAPT
is already serving many customers.
Cyber adAPT is expanding operations in North America with certified, select partners like Strategic
Operational Solutions (STOPSO), I20 Solutions and Continuity Focus - all practitioners in cyber consulting
and solutions delivery.
Steve Chong, Director of STOPSO said, “As one of the most competitive and fastest growing IT
contractors to the federal government, our clients are amongst the most actively targeted in the world.
By adding deployment and support of Cyber adAPT solutions to our mature cyber practice, we provide
the most comprehensive defense for remote and mobile operations.”
John Jaisaree, Founder, I2O Solutions said, “85% of our clients suspect that they have been breached,
but have no way proving a hacker’s existence within their network. Our partnership with Cyber adAPT
allows us to provide rock-solid mobile end-point protection with advanced detection providing complete
visibility of any unusual traffic.”
Cyber adAPT’s ELITE Partner Program delivers:
• Distinct technological advantages over all competitors (customer and analyst validated)
• Extensive training and support
• Supporting sales methodology that closes business rapidly
• Deal registration and selective enrollment
• Access to marketing support and shared investments
Cyber adAPT SVP, Jason Lundy, commented, “Our ELITE partners have trusted relationships and deep
domain expertise in industries and use cases. Cyber adAPT is providing them with the most advanced
integrated platform to tackle the fasting growing threat. Our partners are key to helping steer our
roadmap and expand our business and we are dedicated to their success.”
For more information, to contact a partner sales representative or to sign up for Cyber adAPT’s Partner
Program, visit cyberadapt.com.
About Cyber adAPT
Cyber adAPT® secures mobile-enabled enterprises protecting real-world reputations. It is the only
platform to combine powerful Secure Device Management, guaranteeing secure access to cloud and
network services, with real-time Attack Detection inside the network. Cyber adAPT instantly illuminates

otherwise hidden, malicious behavior ensuring more real attacks are found more quickly.
www.cyberadapt.com
Safe Harbor Statement
All statements in this press release that are not based on historical fact are “forward-looking
statements.” While management has based any forward-looking statements included in this press
release on its current expectations, the information on which such expectations were based may
change. These forward-looking statements rely on a number of assumptions concerning future events
and are subject to a number of risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are outside of our
control, which could cause actual results to materially differ from such statements. Such risks,
uncertainties and other factors include, but are not limited to, the fluctuation of global economic
conditions, the performance of management and our employees, our ability to obtain financing,
competition, general economic conditions. Furthermore, we operate in a highly competitive and rapidly
changing environment where new and unanticipated risks may arise. Accordingly, investors should not
place any reliance on forward-looking statements as a prediction of actual results. We disclaim any
intention to, and undertake no obligation to, update or revise forward-looking statements to reflect
events or circumstances that subsequently occur or of which we hereafter become aware.
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